
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Unit Title: Literary Analysis VII:  Heroes 
 
Unit Designers: Amy Kissell and Barbara White 
 
Level(s): Grade 12 

 
Time Span: 9 – 12 weeks 

 
Content Area: 

Career Prep                Health/PE            M&C Languages   Social Studies                  
English Language Arts            Mathematics           Science & Tech   Visual & Perf. Arts 

 
Summary of Unit:   
Students will study the concept of the hero and the hero’s journey by reading/viewing selections that 
illustrate a variety of the heroic models, including the romantic hero, classic hero, and contemporary hero.  
Students will compare/contrast the archetypal patterns of the rite of passage and the hero’s journey to 
contemporary literature and life. They will formulate definitions of their own personal heroes. 
 
Content Standards/Performance Indicators: 
A.  Reading 
A.1. Interconnected Elements:  Comprehension, Vocabulary, Alphabetics, Fluency:  Students read and 
evaluate texts, within a grade appropriate span of text complexity, by applying their knowledge and 
strategies of comprehension, vocabulary, alphabetics, and fluency.     
 
A.2. Literary Texts:  Students read text, within a grade appropriate span of text complexity, and present 
analyses of fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry, using excerpts  
from the text to defend their assertions. 
 
B. Writing 
B.3. Argument/Analysis:  Students write academic essays that structure ideas and arguments in a 
sustained and logical fashion. 
 
D. Language 
D.2. Mechanics:  Students demonstrate the use of the structures and conventions of Standard American 
English in their communication.  

 
F. Media 
F.1. Analysis of Media:  Students analyze the effectiveness of auditory, visual, and written information 
used to communicate in different forms of media. 
 
Key Pre-Requisites: 
 Knowledge: 
 Understand the concept of cultural influence on literature 
 Know the significance of universal themes 
  
 Skills: 
 Apply independent reading and viewing strategies for fictional texts/videos 
 Be able to organize and write an essay 
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Enduring Understandings: 
Heroes fulfill certain roles. 
Heroic qualities change through time. 
Heroes make both positive and negative choices. 
The journey on a heroic path leads to change. 
Heroes help meet cultural needs. 
The heroic ideal/hero’s journey archetypal patterns are the core of early literature and evident in 
contemporary literature. 

 
Essential Questions that Guide and Focus This Unit: 
What makes someone a hero? 
Why does society have heroes and do they change? 
How are heroes flawed? 
When does a positive personality trait become a tragic flaw? 
Why is it important for people and cultures to construct narratives about their experiences? 
 
Key Knowledge and Skills students will acquire as a result of this unit: 
 Knowledge: 
 The stages of the journey a hero embarks upon in a literary piece 
 Culture defines what or who a hero is 
 The roles of traditional heroes 
 Contemporary expectations of a hero 
 
 Skills: 
 Trace the journey a hero takes in a literary/media selection 
 Explain how the journey develops the hero through the challenges and choices he or she must  
  make 
 Compare the traits of heroes and/or the journey the hero embarks upon on in two different  
  selections 
 
How will students provide evidence of their understandings?  
Formal assessment-see attached common assessment 
Informal assessments 

- class discussions 
- responses to prompts 
- reading responses 

 
Teaching and Learning experiences used to help students understand:  
Introductory activity to encourage students to begin thinking about the attributes of a hero 
Introduce enduring understandings/essential questions 
Read, respond to, and discuss common pieces of literature 
Review annotation and provide students with  literature selections to practice 
Present lessons on universal themes, archetypal patterns, and traditional expectations of heroes 
View and analyze related videos 
Students work with partners, groups to analyze heroes roles, literature, cultural influences 
 
Provisions for Extending Learning: 
Interview- Find a real life hero or heroine who has done something worthy of being honored for within 
the last 10 years. Interview the individual and summarize the interview in one of the following formats. 

o create a brochure 
o digital story 
o create a presentation about that person and his/her accomplishments  
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o write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper explaining why this person should be 
recognized as a hero/make a present a plaque and a copy of the letter to the person 
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How will technology be used to increase student achievement?  
Computers for word processing 
Videos/internet selections to provide examples of heroes, journeys, cultural influences 
 
Instructional Resources: 
English Literature text 
Related videos 
Whirligig 
For One More Day 
Macbeth 
Oedipus/Antigone 

 
Attach a copy of the unit assessment tool, including criteria for evaluation of student 

performance/product. 
 

Heroes Essay 


